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“If we live in the past, we’ll get left behind. We need to evolve, create an inclusive future for 

the City, be open minded and explore new ideas, bringing our local communities and 

cultures together will make Southampton a more cohesive, cultural and creative place.” 

(Anonymised for the draft document) 
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Executive Summary 

This 10-year Cultural Strategy is about our communities, our city, our past, our future and 

how we navigate our place in the world together. 

Southampton is a hard-working and culturally diverse city with a long history of linking the 

south of England to the world. It is geographically defined by its position at the head of the 

Solent’s tidal waters, which created its role as a seaport, and gives it a distinctive story to 

tell. From prehistoric origins, the sailing of the Mayflower, powerful migration and 

transmigration narratives, contributions to two world wars and post-war reconstruction, 

Southampton has the second largest port in the country, a role enhanced by its designation 

as a Freeport. 

With many innovations that started in Southampton and extensive international 

connections, it means this city has a dynamic cultural legacy. Whilst access to its waterfront 

(the ocean and two rivers) is limited, it draws on the tangible and intangible heritage of 

people and its natural environment, embodied in an energetic Southampton spirit centred 

on new beginnings, re-imaginings, resilience, innovation, entrepreneurship and generous 

collaborations and cultural exchanges. 

Southampton is shaping this Cultural Strategy by building on a track record of Culture-led 

regeneration, place partnerships, connecting to the wider region and the development of 

our UK City of Culture bid. With decades of strong and sustained cross-party political 

support for Culture, the commitment across the city and with our regional partners has 

broadened and deepened further during the global pandemic. This strategy also recognises 

the challenges around climate change and the impact on our communities. 

Our vision is that: 

By 2031, Southampton is an inclusive cultural city that connects at home and on the 
regional, national and international stage. 

Drawing on its nationally important heritage, the talent of its people and creative 
communities we will ignite imaginations, spark innovation, encourage risk-taking and 
stimulate civic pride through high quality, vibrant cultural opportunities and experiences 
across the whole city. 

We value the idea of ‘everyday creativity’ as being a vital part of shaping the cultural 

dynamics of the city, complementing the formal cultural sector. Taking place in our places 

of worship, in our estates, communities, green and outside spaces; in our sports clubs and 

societies and people’s homes, and in the virtual and digital world, it enables us all to be 

artists, historians, musicians, curators, writers, dancers, makers, creators wherever, and 

whoever we are. For Southampton, Culture is our way of being and living our every day that 

seeks to embrace our multiple identities, our differences and our common ground whilst 

also striving for high quality work and national and international collaborations. 
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Our vision is based on four goals that guide how we intend to deliver our Cultural Strategy – 
these are described more fully in section 5.0 (pp.17-19): 

1. Reflect and Represent 

2. Relevant and Resonant 

3. Reimagine and Regenerate 

4. Responsible and Resilient 

And four priorities that outline the step changes this Cultural Strategy seeks to deliver – 
these are described more fully in section 5.0 (pp.19-20): 

1. A Culture of going to not through 
2. A Culture of Creativity and Innovation 

3. A Culture of Opportunity and Inclusivity 

4. A Culture of Health and Wellbeing 

We have also identified initial investment opportunities and priorities, with more emerging, 

that align to Southampton’s strategic ambitions to contribute locally, regionally, nationally 

and internationally – these are summarised in section 6.0 (pp.20). 
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transmigration narratives, contributions to two world wars and post-war reconstruction, 

Southampton has the second largest port in the country, a role enhanced by its designation 

as a Freeport. 

With many innovations that started in Southampton and extensive international 

connections, it means this city has a dynamic cultural legacy. Whilst access to its waterfront 

(the ocean and two rivers) is limited, it draws on the tangible and intangible heritage of 

people and its natural environment, embodied in an energetic Southampton spirit centred 

on new beginnings, re-imaginings, resilience, innovation, entrepreneurship and generous 

collaborations and cultural exchanges. 

Southampton is shaping this Cultural Strategy by building on a track record of Culture-led 

regeneration, place partnerships, connecting to the wider region and the development of 

our UK City of Culture bid. With decades of strong and sustained cross-party political 

support for Culture, the commitment across the city and with our regional partners has 

broadened and deepened further during the global pandemic. 

Against the COVID-19 backdrop, an astonishing series of city-wide conversations have taken 

place about the importance and value of Culture to people’s lives, and what winning UK City 

of Culture could mean for Southampton. The pandemic has also had a profound impact on 

formal and informal cultural activity and the way in which we share, experience and 

generate cultural value; how we consume, participate, express and create Culture in our 

communities, public spaces and venues; and who works in, programmes and leads our 

cultural sector. 

The pandemic and climate emergency are exposing and exacerbating the deep social, 

1.0 About our Cultural Strategy 

Introduction 

This 10-year Cultural Strategy is about our communities, our city, our place, our past, our 

future and how we navigate our place in the world together. 

Southampton is a hard-working and culturally diverse city with a long history of linking the 

south of England to the world. It is geographically defined by its position at the head of the 

Solent’s tidal waters, which created its role as a seaport, and gives it a distinctive story to 

tell. From prehistoric origins, the sailing of the Mayflower, powerful migration and 

economic and environmental inequalities and deprivation facing communities across the 

generations. In a city where air quality, health, wellbeing, educational attainment, skills and 

low-quality jobs leads to reduced life expectancy, lower productivity and challenging 

experiences, in turn these factors affect Southampton’s identity and confidence. They alter 
perceptions within and without, framing the lives led and the possible futures attained. 

They condition who invests, visits or lives in the city, and why. 

Yet the evidence indicates that if we create the right conditions, Culture can provide the 

glue that connects individuals, communities and business to build a strong sense of 

belonging, pride and togetherness. It allows the city to contemplate how access to cultural 

experiences can in and of themselves support renewal and enable communities to 
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overcome disadvantage. It is also an important part of Southampton’s wider economic 
recovery, environmental action and place-shaping agendas drawing on artists, creatives, 

heritage, events and communities to create a thriving cultural destination. Culture is 

aligned and embedded in our local, regional, national and international strategies and 

aspirations. 

Methodology 

A Joint Cultural Needs Assessment, led by the University of Southampton in partnership 

with Solent University, has drawn on the Council’s extensive social and economic data; 

information collected for the Destination Management Plan; collation of data on the cultural 

sector including children and young people, and further research by both Universities. 

This has been augmented by extensive consultation across the city, including seldom-heard 

voices, working with the city’s key community, voluntary, cultural and statutory 

organisations to shape our UK City of Culture 2025 bid and this Cultural Strategy. This work 

has comprised: 

• 149 hours of consultation with over 717 people in virtual workshops 

• 16 cross-sector working groups 

• Residents and councillors in each of 16 electoral wards 

• Organisations representing young people and minority communities 

• 3053 responses to city-wide surveys 

It has generated a firm baseline upon which to shape our theory of change approach and 

will be augmented by further work to account for different Covid-recovery scenarios and 

long-term impact. It has also involved a review of cultural investment and legacy 

opportunities, and assessment of strategic plans to embed Culture in our action plans. 

The experience of consultation has in and of itself gone a long way to building new 

relationships and collaborations with communities whose voices are vital to our shared 

mission to create stronger communities. 

Together, Southampton is harnessing the regenerative role of Culture in addressing our 

city’s needs and challenges, enabling us to reach our collective potential as a flourishing 

and sustainable city for current and future generations. 
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2.0 Strategic Context 

Background 

Southampton is geographically dispersed, culturally diverse and tribally focused – a city of 

many villages, that make up the sum of its parts. It is rooted in the local but globally 

responsive in outlook, influence, impact and aspiration. 

Significantly, Southampton’s anchor institutions have played a critical role in recognising, 

and responding to, the value and impact of Culture in the city. So too have our 

communities, creatives, businesses and volunteers – taking the lead where they have seen 

gaps and opportunities, responding to particular needs and drivers. Collaborating through 

the refreshed City of Culture Trust and supported by a multi-disciplinary steering group and 

working groups, Southampton continues to reshape and reimagine a future with Culture at 

its heart. 

Resources may have been constrained and depleted, and capacity and prioritisation a 

challenge, but the underpinning commitment to Culture, has been unstinting and survived 

despite economic recessions, austerity measures, administration changes and a global 

pandemic. 

Southampton has attracted and invested resources in its cultural infrastructure as part of 
the regeneration of the city over a number of years. From the Cultural Quarter with a 
revitalised public realm and arts centre hosting an internationally-recognised contemporary 
art gallery, theatre, film and studio complex, to major public art, creative and parks 
interventions, and sustained support for cultural provision across the city. 

The deepening cultural contract between artists, communities, cultural organisations, 
business, education, public and third sector is part of Southampton’s enduring strength and 
DNA. Backed by growing community support, the willing and tangible investment from big 
and small businesses, both universities and the local authority to support the City of Culture 
bid, has been inspiring. 

Whilst publicly-funded, volunteer-led and commercial cultural and creative organisations 
and associated businesses including the visitor economy, events industry and night-time 
economy, have dealt with closure, cliff-edge income depletion, furloughed staff and loss of 
talent from the sector, they have responded with ingenuity to the health and wellbeing 
needs of Southampton’s communities and collaborated with partners to deliver new 
activities. Supported by the Council, Southampton’s Mayflower 400 programme and the 
creative interventions led by GO! Southampton Business Improvement District are examples 
of how Culture has adapted and been part of the city’s response to the pandemic. 

However, a constant refrain and frustration is that Southampton lacks confidence, profile 
and pride, whilst understanding of its complex social and economic needs is widely 
misunderstood – lumped together with leafy Hampshire and overshadowed by Britain’s 
second largest port. Like Coventry and Rotterdam, Southampton was devastated by the 
Second World War bombings as a city of strategic significance, originator of the Spitfire and 
embarkation point for soldiers and D-Day initiatives. The city took a pragmatic approach to 
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rebuilding meaning that it is architecturally eclectic, and its nationally important heritage is 
largely hidden, neglected and underappreciated. The aim of the Cultural Strategy, and our 
UK City of Culture journey, is to restore pride, reclaim Southampton’s place in the world, 
reimagine, support communities and children in particular to reconnect with the city’s 
history and deliver a revitalised and inclusive future with Culture at the centre. 

Policy Framework 

It is within this context that this Cultural Strategy dovetails with and draws upon the wider 

policy framework. Importantly, Culture and building togetherness runs through these 

strategic commitments to creating a distinctive and sustainable city. The policy framework 

includes: 

• A city-wide Heritage Strategy and the Council’s Heritage Asset Management Plan 
• Monuments and Memorial Policy and Public Arts Strategy 

• Festivals and Events Strategy and Creative Industries Strategy 

• Arts Council England’s Let’s Create Strategy and investment principles 

• National Lottery Heritage Fund’s Strategic Funding Framework 2019-2024 

• Solent Local Enterprise Partnership 2050 Vision and Recovery Plan 

• Council’s Corporate Plan 2020-2025 

• Council’s Economic and Growth Strategy 2020-2030 

• Council’s Destination Management Plan 2021-2031 

• Strategic plans of the University of Southampton and Solent University 

And emerging strategies, plans and policies including: 

• Government’s Environment Bill 

• Council’s Local Plan and Vision 

• Council’s Children and Young People’s Strategy 

• Council’s Adults and Wellbeing Strategy 

• Council’s Global Partnerships Strategy 

• Council’s Leisure Strategy and Parks and Open Spaces Strategy 
• UNICEF Child Friendly City status plans 

• Southampton Cultural Education Partnership Vision 

• Royal Society of Arts’ Learning City and strategies around the Future of Work 
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3.0 Climate Change 

In developing this strategy, we cannot ignore the global climate crisis and its impact on our 

communities and our place. 

Building on the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change, the UK government has set a legal 

target to be carbon zero by 2050 and to cut emissions by 78% by 2035 compared to 1990 

levels. The Climate Commission Committee reported in their Sixth Carbon Budget that this 

can only be achieved if Government, regional agencies and local authorities work together 

seamlessly. 

In 2019, the Council declared a climate emergency with a commitment to become carbon 

neutral by 2050. City partners have also pledged to address environmental sustainability, 

cognisant of Southampton’s important natural and maritime heritage, located between two 

national parks and the Solent’s Site of Specific Scientific Interest. Southampton has one of 

the oldest and largest geothermal district heating systems, and has four other district 

energy schemes, with work underway to introduce energy efficiency measures in low 

income households. 

It is also home to the National Oceanography Centre (NOC), which has bases in 

Southampton and Liverpool. NOC’s multi-disciplinary team leads pioneering global research 

into ocean health and economy and runs events and open days for communities and 

schools. 

Seeking to improve air quality and manage city-wide emissions, Southampton was one of 

the first local authorities to have a clean air zone compliant bus fleet with upgrades in 

emission standards, with a focus on supporting wider initiatives. Meanwhile, 10% of the 

Council’s own transport fleet are electric, with an electric scooter trial underway and an e-

cargo loan scheme with 10 bikes available to businesses. The Library Service is also trialling 

an e-cargo scheme to offer a home service for house bound and vulnerable individuals in 

late 2021. 

Southampton is currently reviewing its green infrastructure. This focuses on creating a 

healthy environment and reconnecting the city, for people and wildlife as well as 

rediscovering Southampton’s place in the landscape. Whilst 52% of the city is classified as 

greenspace, only 5% is designated as natural greenspace. To address this imbalance, early 

initiatives include the establishment of new grass cutting regimes and wildflower meadows, 

and the introduction of boxes for bats, swifts, door mice and peregrine falcons (on the Civic 

Centre Clock Tower) to support the biodiversity of the city. 

Through Arts Council England’s Accelerator scheme, Julie’s Bicycle have been working with a 
small cohort of cultural organisations to lay the groundwork for measurement of 

operational emissions within our Cultural Quarter, as well as promoting sustainable Culture, 

influencing behaviour changes, promoting understanding through programming and 

connecting with city-wide opportunities. 

All this, and much more work by partners including public realm developments, are the 

critical backdrop to the city’s resilience and sustainability. Whilst science can provide the 
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evidence, Culture has its own role to play, and it is up to all of us to act upon that 

information to make sure Southampton and the wider region is liveable, for current and 

future generations. 
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4.0 Where we are now 

Cultural Infrastructure 

Southampton’s cultural and creative ecology is supported by large, small, formal and 
informal cultural and community organisations, freelancers and volunteers. They deliver and 
support theatres, museums, galleries, libraries, archives, literature, dance, film, music, 
creative curriculums, events and festivals, religious centres, community organisations, 

societies and friends of groups, and the city’s important tangible and intangible cultural 

heritage. Much good work is also undertaken by cultural partners with the police, crime and 
violence units, youth services, adult care and community provision across the city. 

It builds on the impressive archaeological foundations of the city, and a civic leadership, 

entrepreneurs and communities that have sought to champion the value of Culture in 
generating pride, identity and economic and social regeneration. 

This mix is critical to shaping and reflecting the vibrancy, energy, innovation and creativity of 
the city to deliver lasting economic and social value. For example, the city is host to the 
following and so much more: 

• 
Hansard Gallery, Southampton City Council, Turner Sims, Zoie Logic Dance Theatre), 

working alongside Artful Scribe, City Eye, Opera Up Close, Solent Showcase Gallery, 

SoCo Music Project and many more 
• 

• 

• 
historical interest, including medieval vaults and town walls to rival other cities 

• Organisations and activities focused on young people including schools and colleges 

pursing Artsmark awards, Artswork (regional Bridge organisation), Southampton 

Music Service and Music Hub, City of Southampton Orchestra, Southampton Cultural 
Education Partnership (SCEP), University of Southampton hosted Connecting Cultures 

Six regularly funded ACE National Portfolio Organisations (a space arts, ArtAsia, John 

The Mayflower Theatre as the third most successful commercial theatre in the UK, 

complemented by the newly established Mayflower Studios providing collaborative 

and umbrella support for other cultural and community organisations 
Two nationally designated museum collections (Archaeology, Fine Art) and important 
national and regional aviation, maritime, industrial, local history, oral history and 
archival collections dating from 1199, supported by the Chipperfield Advisory 

Committee and Friends of Southampton’s Museums, Archives and Galleries 
Over 165 Scheduled Monuments, listed and buildings of special architectural or 

consortium project, Southampton Education Forum 
• 11 libraries across the city run by the Council and community partners such as the 

YMCA, Christchurch Southampton and dedicated volunteers in Thornhill; delivering 

services around literacy, employability and digital skills, children and families and 
vulnerable communities with Citizens Advice, Department for Work and Pensions 
Young Adults Employment Hub and a British Library pilot Business and IP Centre in 
Central Library 

• Grassroots and mid-scale music venues such as The Stage, The Joiners, The Brook, 

The 1865, The Engine Room and O2 Guildhall 
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archives and special collections, including those dating back to 1925 when the RRS 

Discovery collected the first samples in the Southern Ocean 
• Two universities delivering cultural agendas through academic teaching and research 

including around metrics for ‘public good’, fashion, art, design, music, literature and 
archaeology; special collections, programming and public realm programmes, 

student volunteering and community engagement, the new Southampton Institute of 

Art and Humanities 
• Visitor attractions including Southampton City Art Gallery, God’s House Tower, the 

Merchants House, SeaCity Museum, SS Shieldhall, Solent Sky Museum, Tudor House 
Museum and Gardens, many of which need further investment 

• Extensive public art and public realm interventions across the city and in our estates 

embedding Southampton’s stories in the grain and fabric of this place including 
organisations celebrating the city and its special places such as the City of 
Southampton Society, Friends of groups supporting our parks, cemeteries and local 

history 
• A range of networks such as CHAOS, Southampton Heritage Federation, Creative 

Network South, Creative Growth South, SCEP, Southampton Voluntary Services, 

Southampton Connect, PUSH Partnership, Chamber of Commerce 
• A supportive media also creating cultural content that includes the BBC, Southern 

Daily Echo, Wave 105, Unity 101, Awaaz FM, Fiesta 95 FM, Our Version Media CIC, 

Voice FM 

Baseline 

This document draws upon a baseline assessment of the sector from data available prior to 

• Organisations drawing on the city’s rich and diverse heritage including, for example, 
Black History Month South, Southampton Heritage Federation, Parkes Institute, The 
United Voices of Africa Association, Southampton Hip Hop Heritage 

• An annual calender of over 150 community, civic, sports and commercial events and 
festivals including for example, Chinese New Year, Pride, Southampton International 

Boat Show, Black History Month, Vaisakhi, Music in the City, ABP Marathon, Mela, 

Jerk Jam, Heritage Open Days, supported by a network of historically important and 
culturally valued parks and open spaces across the city 

• The National Oceanography Centre, with co-located sites in Southampton and 
Liverpool, undertaking pioneering global ocean research and home to unique 

the pandemic. However, a richer data bank is being commissioned to understand the 

impact and ramifications for Southampton’s cultural and creative sector resulting from 

COVID-19. 

Prior the pandemic, Southampton had a small, but well-established cultural and creative 

sector with a solid core of nationally recognised institutions. This provides a strong base 
upon which to re-build and means that cultural investment in Southampton has firm 
foundations and is not ephemeral. There are gaps in the strength and synergy of networks, 

collaboration with communities around programming, distribution of leadership and some 

over expectations of the Council particularly around the availability of resources. 
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The focus needs to be on: supporting organisations to recover sustainably; solidifying and 
extending the core; establishing sustainable networks and leadership distribution; reaching 
out to under-served communities and places, addressing inequalities in Cultural provision; 
making sure existing cultural assets are accessible, whilst harnessing wider community 

assets to co-create activity in places where there are gaps and that the outcomes reflects the 

rich diversity of the city; examining sustainable funding routes. 

In common with national trends, Southampton has long been supported by freelancers -

curators, artists, technicians, designers, conservators, educators, consultants - and the 
vulnerability of their employment status has been brought to the fore during the pandemic. 
People with disabilities and caring responsibilities have been similarly impacted. This 

situation will have further ramifications on the diversity of who can and who cannot afford 
to work in the cultural and creative sector, where salaries are often low and income 

uncertain. The focus needs to be on: fostering inclusive talent pipelines; providing 

opportunities for people of any age to discover how they too could work in the cultural 
sector; providing targeted business support and advice; exploring employment and tax 
models and affordable, designated collaborative work spaces. 

For many years, Southampton’s heritage has been comparatively underfunded and 
underutilised, and complex human and global stories largely underappreciated. This 
situation is also reflected in the external funding attracted to the city – whilst Arts Council 

England investment is relatively strong, funding secured from the National Lottery Heritage 

Funding is low. Over the last 6 years, per head funding secured has been £3, compared with 
£31 across England, £25 in the South East and £81 for Portsmouth – due to a limited number 
of applications to National Lottery Heritage Fund from organisations in the city. 

With an array of tangible heritage assets to compete with other cities, much of the work is 

fragmented and delivered by under resourced (knowledgeable) Council employees, and 
passionate and dedicated volunteers. The latter have also been impacted by the pandemic, 

particularly given the average age profile of volunteers. Despite this, heritage presents 

growth opportunities including: developing a series of exciting heritage offers for visitors and 
residents as part of the Destination Management Plan; linking to a strong sub-regional (New 
Forest, Isle of Wight, Winchester, Portsmouth) and international Cruise tourist market; 

enabling the full range of Southampton’s communities to discover, share and understand our 
distinctive history and heritage generating pride and a sense of belonging; capitalising on 

alternative and meanwhile use of heritage assets, including around event provision, place 

animation and High Street regeneration; and through technological partnerships, such as the 
University of Southampton’s Archaeology Department, developing innovative ways of 
accessing and preserving our diverse heritage for all to enjoy. 

Unusually, the city still has a local authority Music Education Service, which also leads the 

Music Hub for Southampton. The latter includes partners such as Chinese Arts 

Southampton, Flautissimo and Piccolissimo, FolkActive, Love Soul Choir and SON Orchestra. 

Prior to the pandemic there was a good grassroot and mid-scale music provision but with 
much less profile than the opportunity presented. This is now exacerbated by the 
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challenges around re-building audiences and tours following the pandemic. A more in-depth 
exploration is required, including issues around venues, talent development and artist 
progression in the city, nationally and internationally. 

Local schools, primary, secondary and special educational provision, are invested in the 

work of Southampton’s Cultural Education Partnership, supported by Artswork, with active 

involvement of school leaders in this work. Together with schools, colleges and the city’s 
two universities, the cultural offerings that children and young people generate in these 

settings will be invaluable to the city’s strategy. The involvement of children with special 

educational needs (SEN) and disabilities, as well children who are ‘looked after’ will be vital 

to ensuring the city has an offer that is inclusive for all. This is important in a city where the 

proportion of ‘looked after’ children, the number of children with SEN, free school meal 

requirements and children living in workless household are significantly higher than South 

East averages, with similar challenges around educational attainment. Connecting education 

settings with the city’s cultural opportunities will enhance children and young people’s 

educational experiences, life chances and supports our ambition to become a UNICEF Child 

Friendly City. 

Like many cities, there is a concentration of cultural assets within the city centre and along 

two major axis Portswood Road/ Bevois Valley and Shirley High Street. When overlaid with 

population distributions and indices of need, it demonstrates gaps in provision for some of 

our most deprived and communities outside the city centre. Mobility for some communities 

is a challenge, meaning access to centralised activity can be less affordable and harder to 

travel to and opportunities can be missed.  Clearly there is scope to address the 

geographical and social gaps in provision and co-create activity beyond the city centre 

through cultural production hubs, utilising or adapting existing community assets. 

Other challenges includes the environmental pressure that large scale events put on our 

designated parks and open spaces; perceptions of safety in public spaces impacting on 

people’s confidence to visit some areas; affordable and sustainable facilities for artists and 

creators required to retain the talent in Southampton; vulnerabilities around music venues 

and musicians; and the importance of the relationship between the daytime and night-time 

economy and the opportunities to attract and develop a high quality, high profile, year 

round festivals and events calendar across the city attracting residents and visitors, building 

on the work of existing organisers. 

In terms of cultural participation, based on the Active Lives Survey report (2018), 

Southampton largely reflects English and national averages.  However, this belies the fact 

that two thirds of audiences to some of Southampton’s cultural organisations come from 

outside the unitary authority area, profiled as Commuterland buffs and Experience Seekers. 

Moreover, 73,000 people belong to the least engaged groups (Facebook Families, and 

Kaleidoscope Creatives), which is 3% higher than the national average, and 18% higher than 

the regional average1. 

1 Audience Agency Review 2019 
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publishing) through the cultural and creative sector. This equates to 0.4% of total economic 

output and puts Southampton below the comparator city of Bradford (1.4%) and on par 

with Coventry (0.4%) and less than both the South East (1.6%) and South West (1.2%) 

regions. 

Strong in the ‘Creative Arts and Entertainment’, the city appears to perform less well in 
‘Film, TV and Broadcasting’ where the level of activity is significantly below national and 
regional levels, and behind comparator cities such as Plymouth, Bradford and Hull.  
However, there are opportunities through City Eye and its relationship with the British Film 
Institute (BFI) and the BBC regional headquarters, located close to the Cultural Quarter. 
Similarly, for ‘Libraries, Archives, Museums and Other Cultural Activities’ on a per capita 
basis (£19 GVA), Southampton is well behind national and regional figures - England (£59), 
South East (£47), South West (£43) and comparator cities of Medway (£67) and Hull (£23). 

In terms of jobs, focusing just on ‘Creative, Arts, Entertainment and Cultural Activities’ there 
were 525 jobs which is less than most comparator cities in absolute terms, and in the middle 
as a percentage of all employment (0.5%). This is slightly less than the regional and England 
averages (0.6% and 0.7% respectively). 

Associated employment in Sport and Tourism in Southampton shows employment to be at 
the lower end of comparable cities in absolute terms, though as a percentage of total 
employment, it is comparable with other cities but at the lower end for Sport, and the 
higher end for Tourism. Access to affordable, playable and competitive space to play sport is 
also a challenge for some communities. 

Research into the ramifications of COVID-19 is being commissioned as part of further work 

Given the gaps in cultural infrastructure across the city, and the challenges around 
connectivity and travel, there are considerable differences between neighbourhoods. 

Furthermore, the impact of the pandemic on the habit of visiting, engaging and participating 
in cultural activity is not yet fully understood.  So, whilst we know that digital engagement 
was a source of cultural activity in the pandemic, we will not know for some time how it may 

change patterns of demand and opportunity. 

In economic terms, prior to the pandemic Southampton generated £27m GVA2 (excluding 

on the Cultural Strategy. In the meantime, across the UK there has been a 60% decline in 
GVA in ‘Arts, Entertainment and Recreation’, and based on national furlough data 
Southampton estimates that there are 17,544 jobs at risk, including 1,644 in ‘Arts, 
Entertainment and Recreation’, compounded by jobs at risk in the Hospitality sector as an 
interdependent industry. 

2 ONS data 
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5.0 Where we want to be 

Vision 

Our vision is that: 

By 2031, Southampton is an inclusive cultural city that connects at home and on the 
regional, national and international stage. 

Drawing on its nationally important natural and cultural heritage, the talent of its people 
and creative communities we will ignite imaginations, spark innovation, encourage risk-
taking and stimulate civic pride through high quality, vibrant cultural opportunities and 
experiences across the whole city. 

Southampton values the idea of ‘everyday creativity’ as being a vital part of shaping the 

cultural dynamics of the city, complementing the formal cultural sector. Taking place in our 

places of worship, in our estates, communities, green and outside spaces; in our sports clubs 

and societies and people’s homes, and in the virtual and digital world, it enables us all to be 

artists, historians, musicians, curators, writers, dancers, makers, creators wherever, and 

whoever we are. For Southampton, Culture is our way of being and living our every day, 

that seeks to embrace our multiple identities, our differences and our common ground. 

This is complemented by our international outlook and desire to build further collaborations 

and cultural exchanges, recognising Southampton’s historic and contemporary position in 
the world and relationships, including across the Commonwealth. 

Goals 

Drawing up on the Joint Cultural Needs Assessment we have outlined four goals to guide 

how we intend to deliver our Cultural Strategy, which underpins the transformation we are 

seeking to achieve. 

• Goal 1: Reflect and Represent 

Southampton is one of most diverse cities on the South coast with 149 languages spoken in 

some schools. It is also a designated City of Sanctuary and nurtures a growing network of 

schools, libraries and universities of sanctuary, that welcome and support asylum-seekers 

and refugees. 

Whilst there are a range of cultural activities taking place every day, this diversity is not 

reflected in the governance, workforce and programming of our cultural organisations and 

anchor institutions. Similarly, Southampton’s complex and sometimes contested histories 

are not widely understood by residents or visitors to the city, and nor is it consistently and 

widely taught in the curriculums of our educational institutions or wider narratives. 

This needs to be addressed to better understand the lived and divergent experiences of our 

communities, to ensure that people feel they do belong, and are valued for their 

contributions to shaping Southampton. 
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Our goal is to ensure that the needs of the city are met by making sure our boards, 

workforce and programmes reflect and represent the city of Southampton in order to bring 

about those changes. 

• Goal 2: Relevant and Resonant 

Whilst cultural engagement and participation rates across Southampton compare relatively 

favourably with other cities, it does not tell the full story. 

Our formal cultural organisations are inevitably clustered in and around the city centre 

which means that aside from our Libraries network, the cultural infrastructure and 

engagement across the city is patchy – largely driven by projects and one-off initiatives. 

Sometimes, local opportunities are not necessarily accessed by local people – for example, 

children from outside the city may have better access than those from within. 

Therefore, it is vital that consideration is given to the needs of audiences, as well as 

identifying the obstacles to participation and engagement which may include pricing and 

promotion, transport and connectivity, welcome and inclusion, or that the challenges of 

daily life make this difficult. 

Our goal is to better understand how relevant and resonant the cultural provision and 

opportunities are to our audiences. This will require moving outside our venues, comfort 

zones, and taking brave, bold steps, in partnership with our communities and other place 

leaders. 

• Goal 3: Reimagine and Regenerate 

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced us all to think differently about our lives and its unequal 

impact on people – some of this is being felt now, some will be felt in the future. 

In tandem, Culture has a critical role to play in supporting the economic recovery of the city, 

as well as providing health, wellbeing, education and skills opportunities for people and 

businesses. Meanwhile, the real effects of Climate Change are being felt locally and across 

the world. 

Our goal is to prioritise opportunities to reimagine and regenerate the city through the 

cultural capital and value that we are developing in Southampton across a range of 

partnerships. This will require generous collaboration to focus resources on regenerative 

economic, social and sustainable environmental outcomes that enable communities to 

prepare for the considerable challenges we all face. 

• Goal 4: Responsible and Resilient 

The global pandemic has demonstrated how the city can responsibly mobilise to address an 

immediate public health crisis. 

Mobilisation will be critical to developing the resilience of the city to respond to the lasting 

effects of the pandemic (health, wellbeing, employment, skills, economy, environment) and 

the opportunities Culture can afford. 
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Our goal requires public, private, political and community leaders to be responsible and 

resilient to deliver sustainable outcomes for and on behalf of the city. This will require 

egoless and distributed leadership, focused on transformation of the city for the long term – 
this is fundamental to Southampton’s story of change. 

Priorities 

We have developed four priorities which outline the step changes we are seeking to deliver 

in our strategy, drawing upon the work undertaken to date. These are described as follows 

and will be further refined as our strategy is activated: 

• A Culture of going to not through 

The focus is on developing the visitor economy, enhancing the public realm and making 

Southampton a more attractive place to live in and visit. It promotes Southampton as a 

cultural destination to dwell in and experience for residents and visitors, with a vibrant 

daytime and a night-time economy, rather than a place to pass through and forget. 

Our cultural assets and destination marketing will be developed including restoration of the 

city’s heritage assets, public realm initiatives and cultural programming to spread beyond 

economic uplift. We also want to be a good partner in national moments and significant 

projects to raise the profile and ambition of the city. 

draft strategy.] 

• 

Mathematics – currently disconnected areas of strength within the city – creating room for 

growth. 

Teaching a creative curriculum is also critical to delivering high quality education that 

prepares young people to face our uncertain and rapidly changing future - by equipping 

them to be resilient and flexible, analytical and innovative thinkers, tackling complex 

problems with ideation, creativity and originality. It can also open doors to careers in the 

cultural and creative sector, either through progression routes or later career changes. 

the city centre and address issues of accessibility, participation and visibility, and widen 

[We will develop our indicators of success in the action plan following consultation on the 

A Culture of Creativity and Innovation 

Creativity and innovation is placed at the heart of life and commerce within Southampton. It 

makes links between the creative industries and Science, Technology, Engineering and 

To support and grow the creative industries our programming will draw on local talent and 

encourage the development of new businesses within the city. This builds on key initiatives 

currently being delivered through the City’s Future of Work scheme. 

[We will develop our indicators of success in the action plan following consultation on the 

draft strategy.] 
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• A Culture of Opportunity and Inclusivity 

This priority focuses on delivering social impact, addressing skills and opportunity gaps, 

including around improving Southampton’s productivity potentially. Specifically, we will 

work with local partners to offer opportunities to 16-24-year-olds classed as NEETS and 

building on the Royal Society of Arts’ Cities of Learning scheme.  We will also build upon our 

work around diversity and inclusion in the leadership and governance of the city’s cultural 

and partner organisations and implement cultural production hubs across the outer wards 

of the city. The involvement of children and young people in the governance, curation and 

output of our local cultural offer will support the cities ambition to become a Child Friendly 

City. 

[We will develop our indicators of success in the action plan following consultation on the 

draft strategy.] 

• A Culture of Health and Wellbeing 

Partnering with Public Health and the Universities, this priority will focus on health and 

wellbeing to advance social prescribing as well as addressing other social needs that impact 

on the quality of people’s lives including, for example, perceptions of crime and safety. The 

aim is to reduce depression and address rising levels of obesity among children and adults, 

which also impact on life expectancy between males living in the most and least deprived 

areas of the city. Drawing on the five steps to wellbeing (Connect, Be Active, Take Notice, 

Keep Learning and Give) and the value of volunteering, this culture of health and wellbeing 

seeks to bring happiness and joy to people’s lives, and will involve partnerships with schools 

and local community groups to build understanding and improve health and environmental 

outcomes. 

[We will develop our indicators of success in the action plan following consultation on the 

draft strategy.] 
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the significant heritage needs and the opportunities to support place and destination 
creation over the next five years. 
Completing the Cultural Quarter. This brings together the visions for reimagining the Art 
Gallery, Central Library and The Guildhall, Sir James Matthews building (Solent 
University) and the wider public realm to join up with the masterplans associated with 
The Saints Mile, Mayflower Quarter, the Civic Centre and work of the John Hansard 
Gallery (University of Southampton), MAST and other cultural partners. 
Cultural Education Partnership. This builds on the financial and strategic investment by 

Artswork and other consortium partners to embed cultural education in the curriculum, 

and to equip young people with the skills and knowledge to build resilient and 
productive futures for themselves and their communities. 
Cultural production hubs and creative zones. This focuses on extending the cultural 

infrastructure beyond the city centre utilising and enhancing existing community 

facilities across our districts; and creating mechanisms that allow artists to flourish, 

potentially adapting the Local Government Association’s Creative Enterprise Zone model. 
National Spitfire Monument. An independent trust has bold plans to create a new 
Monument in Southampton, building on the technological innovation that created this 
iconic plane, as well as the communities that were instrumental in making and sustaining 

it during the Second World War.  A site has been identified and planning permission 
secured, with feasibility and fundraising strategies being developed. 
Solent Sky Museum. With its important aviation and industrial collections, trustees are 
developing plans to extend the offer in the current location including a new event/ 
corporate space, café and display spaces. This is likely to be the subject of a bid to the 
National Lottery Heritage Fund and builds on smaller grants they have secured for 

6.0 Future investment 

Whilst there has been considerable cultural and wider public realm investment across the 

city, over the next 10 years there is further work to be done. Financing will be undertaken as 

a partnership approach with key organisations, including Arts Council England, National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, anchor institutions and business, as well targeted fundraising 

campaigns: 

• Heritage Asset Strategy and Plan. Following a detailed condition assessment of the 

Council-owned heritage assets, significant investment is to be made to improve the 

condition of these important assets. A schedule of prioritisation is under way to address 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

delivering exhibitions and activity to its audiences. 
• College Street Container Park. With planning permission approved in 2020, this 

independent consortium is seeking to provide improved offerings for start-ups and 
creative industries, adding to the vitality of the city centre, close to the emerging Oxford 
Street destination, and Artists’ Studios run by a space arts. 

• Creative Campus. The University of Southampton’s investment in developing a creative 

campus centred on the campus theatre and Turner Sims, to enhance student experience, 

increase public engagement with its teaching and research, linking with cultural 

partnership provision in the city to become a Civic University. 
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• ACE NPO funding. With a 13% uplift in Arts Council England investment in the city in 
2018, opportunities will be explored to extend this to help build capacity as well as the 

representation of additional cultural disciplines and address gaps in provision. 

There are also wider developments that will be interdependent and connected with the 
Cultural Strategy, including for example, the Mayflower Quarter masterplan, Outdoor Sports 

Centre, parks, highways infrastructure, public realm and green initiatives, and activities 

around wayfinding and wayfaring; as well as investment plans in our libraries, museums, 

galleries and archives and other visitor attractions. 
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7.0 Review and monitoring 

This Cultural Strategy is closely aligned with Southampton’s bid to become UK City of 
Culture in 2025 and draws upon the work that the city and partners have been undertaking 

to build a cohesive bid.  Whilst this document is ‘owned’ by the Council, it is steered through 

the city-wide partnerships and will be reviewed annually to monitor progress and alignment 

with wider strategies. We will also explore how we bring the city together to contribute to 

the ongoing shaping of this strategy, building on the positive work undertaken to date. The 

next steps are to develop an annual action plan to drive forward the changes Southampton 

is seeking to deliver through Culture and wider strategies. 
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